THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL PARENTAL CONSENT FORM

CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 13 ARE NOT ABLE TO USE THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL
SERVICES WITHOUT EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION OF A PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN

Please print out this form and mail it to P.O. Box 69, Key Biscayne FL 33149 or scan and email it to
Privacy@Schoolforgoodandevil.com.
I,

(print parent's name), the parent or legal guardian of
(print child's name), have had the opportunity to review
the School for Good and Evil Privacy Policy located at https://schoolforgoodandevil.com/privacy/ (“the
Privacy Policy”). By signing below, I authorize my child to fully participate in the School for Good and
Evil’s current and future versions of its website, mobile applications, affiliated network of websites
(including any versions optimized for viewing on wireless or mobile devices), SMS, APIs, email
notifications and all other interactive features, services, and communications provided by the School for
Good and Evil websites and applications (collectively, the “Services”). The Services were designed to
allow fans of The School for Good and Evil book series and derivative or affiliated series and products to
interact with a community of fans and readers through games, quizzes, competitions, fan art, and more.
Examples of features available to users of the Services include but are not limited to uploading fan art
(which is vetted prior to posting to ensure it does not include any pictures of users or inappropriate
content as determined solely by The School for Good and Evil website Operators), posting comments on
blog posts, interacting with other users of the Services on The School for Good and Evil message boards,
participating in free online contests, and taking quizzes related to The School for Good and Evil series.
I understand that my contact information is being collected for purposes of providing verifiable parental
consent for my child to register for and use the Services and have their information collected for such
purposes. I understand that my consent is required for the collection, use, and disclosure of my child’s
Personal Information (as defined in the Privacy Policy).
I understand that once I have granted consent for my child to use the Services, the operators of the
Services (the “Operators’) will collect information such as my child’s email address. [I acknowledge that
my child will be able to send and receive messages to other users and that the Operators may also share
personal information, for purposes related to our operation of the Services as solely as described in the
Privacy Policy. For clarity, the Operators do no sell any Personal Information of children. I understand
that in consenting to my child's registration for the Services, I am enabling my child to participate in all
aspects of the Services, including posting and reading messages on public boards.]
While the Operators make a reasonable effort to delete any personal information posted, I understand that
participation in these activities may enable my child to publicly post personal information (e.g., e-mail
address, photographs) that will be accessible to other visitors. I further understand that what other visitors
do with this information is beyond the control of the Operators.
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I also understand that my child's information will be collected and processed in the United States and that
the Services use cookies as described in the Privacy Policy. I consent to these practices. I understand that
I may withdraw my permission granted herein, with written notice as set forth in the Privacy Policy, at
any time.
I also understand that it is important to provide accurate information in this consent form in the event the
Operators must contact me for any reason.
Parent's signature

Dated this

day of

, 20

.

PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY
Parent's e-mail address:

Child's e-mail address (if applicable):

Child's birth date:

/

/
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